
Responses to the Editor’s and Reviewer’s Comments 

 

February 9, 2024 

 

Dear reviewer and the editorial staff of World Journal of Clinical Cases, 

 

 We wish to re-submit the manuscript titled “Systemic lupus erythematosus in a 

15-year-old female with multiple splenic nodules: A case report” (Manuscript NO.: 

92121, Case Report). 

 We express our sincere gratitude for your detailed review and careful scrutiny of 

our manuscript. We thank the Editor and the reviewer for their thoughtful 

suggestions and insights, from which our manuscript has immensely benefited. 

Through the accurate comments made by the reviewer, we now better understand 

the critical issues in our paper. Accordingly, we have revised the manuscript and 

made the necessary changes in accordance with the Editor’s and reviewer’s 

insightful suggestions. The revisions made in the paper are highlighted in yellow for 

ease of identification. 

 Our point-by-point responses to the reviewer’s comments are provided below. 

 We acknowledge that the quality of our manuscript has improved owing to the 

considerable efforts of the reviewer and Editor. Hence, we hope that our revised 

manuscript will be considered and accepted for publication in the World Journal of 

Clinical Cases. 

 Thank you for your consideration. I look forward to hearing from you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Reviewer’s Comment: 

1. In this case, the authors performed CT, RBC-SPECT, PET-CT for the patient to 

identify the etiology and nodule nature, however, MRI has also been emphasized 

in upper abdominal disease. The authors' preference for CT was based on lupus 

enteritis. Should MRI examinations be considered in the subsequent 

identification? If so, what is the value of the test compared to other examinations. 

 

Author’s reply: 

 We thank the reviewer for these insightful comments. Normally, the signal of the 

adult spleen on MRI, when compared to the liver, is hyperintense on T2 weighted-

imaging and hypointense on T1-weighted imaging. Specifically, the spleen exhibits a 

high signal on diffusion-weighted imaging. In the case of hemangioma, it typically 

appears as hypointense on T1-weighted imaging and hyperintense on T2-weighted 

imaging. Additionally, peripheral enhancement with centripetal filling on later 

phase imaging may be observed. Lymphoma, on the other hand, usually presents as 

hypo-enhancing compared to the rest of the splenic parenchyma. Therefore, when 

MRI is performed, it is possible to differentiate between hemangioma and 

lymphoma using MRI alone. However, compared to PET-CT, it may be challenging 

to differentiate focal infiltrating lymphoma, which exhibits little tissue contrast 

between normal splenic parenchyma. 

 In this case, the patient sought opinions from the radiologist and oncologist after 

undergoing AP-CT. At the time, the patient presented with a LDH level of 544 U/L 

(normal range: 135-250), persistent fever, and multiple lymph node enlargements, 

including a palpable left sterno-clavicular lymph node. In particular, the 

differentiation of lymphoma and the selection of the biopsy location were crucial. As 

such, RBC spect scan and PET-CT were initially recommended. This decision also 

took into account the examination costs and schedules at our clinic. 

 Upon reflection, we now recognize that MRI would have been a good alternative 

imaging tool to differentiate between hemangioma and lymphoma, as suggested 

by the reviewer. 
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2. Periarteriolar necrosis was observed in this study, while aseptic necrosis and 

infarction were also observed in a previous study, based on your insights, weather 

this explain the occurrence of splenic infarction in patients with SLE. It would be 

nice to have more discussion. 

 

Author’s reply: 

 We appreciate these valuable comments by the reviewer. Splenic infarction occurs 

when the blood supply to the spleen is compromised, typically due to occlusion of 

an artery or vein. In autoimmune diseases, such as systemic lupus erythematosus 

(SLE), splenic infarctions may occur occasionally. In SLE, symptoms related to blood 

clots can arise, leading to impaired blood circulation in the spleen. Many SLE 

patients exhibit positive antiphospholipid antibodies, which potentiate thrombosis 

by upregulating surface adhesion molecules and releasing proinflammatory 

cytokines. The activation of vascular and immune cells by antiphospholipid 

antibodies further enhances thrombosis through these mechanisms. 

 The patient in this case has an anticardiolipin antibody IgG level of 46.0 GPL (<23), 

whereas the lupus anticoagulant and anti-beta2 GPI antibody tests were negative. 

This positive antiphospholipid antibody finding is believed to be associated with 

pathological periarteriolar necrosis. The patient is currently receiving low-dose 

aspirin, and there have been no occurrences of thrombotic events since starting this 

treatment. 

 We also explained the relationship between splenic infarction and SLE in the 

Discussion section. Additionally, the Reference section was revised, specifically 

on page 8, lines 10-13, and on page 10, lines 13-21): 

 

Discussion section 

Many SLE patients show positive antiphospholipid antibodies, and these antibodies 

are involved in splenic infarction and necrosis through the upregulation of surface 



adhesion molecules and the release of proinflammatory cytokines and procoagulants. 

Reference section 
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3. It might be better to add scale bars to Figure 3, even if it's stated in the 

description. 

 

Author’s reply: 

 We thank the reviewer for pointing this out. In line with the reviewer’s comment, 

we added scale bars to Figures 3 and 5 as follows: 



 

 

 

 

 

 


